Eric is the winner of this quarter’s Individual Möbius Challenge with his application Stretch and Translate: sin(x) and will receive an iPad prize pack! Eric is a graduate teaching assistant at Colorado State University.

Maplesoft has launched the Möbius App Challenge to give Maplesoft community members the opportunity to get involved in the creation of Möbius Apps. The next prize to be awarded for the Individual Level Challenge is a DSLR Prize Pack, including a Canon EOS 60D 18.0MP Digital SLR Camera with 18-200mm Lens, spare battery & bag bundle, and a tripod! Enter before December 31st for your chance to win!

To enter the contest, simply follow these steps:

1. Create an interactive App in Maple.
2. While in Maple, log-in to the MapleCloud through the MapleCloud palette.
3. Click on the 'Send Document to the Cloud' button.
4. Set the group to "Mobius@admin", then hit send.

Your Möbius App can now be viewed on: http://mobius.maplesoft.com, the Maple Player, and Maple 17! All entries are automatically eligible to win. Click here for more information.

Kind regards,

Bryan Christopher
Western USA Territory Manager
1-800-267-6583